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ESIGNiT has been in existence since
2005, a fully registered company with
offices located at the heart of Kampala
city, at KIRA House (former Colline House)
on the 1st floor; plot no. 4 on Pilkington
road, just opposite the National Insurance
Corporation adjuscent to Workers’ House.
DESIGNiT provides a wide range of
communications services: from concept
development, strategic planning, materials
development, printing, branding and
packaging, advertising, as well as the social
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marketing dimension of information and
communication technologies (ICT).
We facilitate organization learning
and development of branding and
communication strategies through
simplification of programme concepts, the
capturing and sharing of tacit and explicit
knowledge through group processes like
trainings and promote E-Learning through
development of automated multi-media
online products like the website/intranet
and CD-ROMs.

OUR TEAM
We are a team of experienced professionals
with high level of innovativeness,
up-to-date information and skills in
communication, research and design,
product promotion, ICT and marketing
strategy development, these coupled with
a good reputation and strong alliances in
and outside Uganda.
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OUR SCOPE
The DESIGNiT team has worked on a
wide range of themes and strategies
in the areas of trade, the media
and journalism, communication for
behavior change in health, education,
agriculture, environmental protection
and human rights communication and
advocacy.

OUR PROMISE
Our promise to you is that we will make you the leader by
leveraging our market knowledge and technical expertise
through developing and offering of value-added,differentiated
products and high quality services, in a timely and cost effective
manner. We believe our customers are our partners, deserve the
best professional input and must be considered first in everything
we do and every decision we make. Our Clientele has grown in
size each year. We deliver on our promise.
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Customer
satisfaction

OUR VALUES
DESIGNiT consistently succeeds in meeting
the challenge inherent in its growth by
capitalizing on proven values that are
shared by all of its internal and external
partners. These values are:

• Customer satisfaction: Our client,
you are so valuablebecause you
are the reason for our existence;
• Innovation and creativity: Every
client is different and wants to be
different;

Time
Innovation and
creativity
Integrity
Quality
Flexibility

• Quality: You deserve the best
and should get the highest returns
possible from your investment;

Teamwork

• Time: Every second counts, time is
money;

• Teamwork: Together we earn and
achieve lots more;

• Integrity and Transparency:
Good things happen in light,
within budget and on time;

• Flexibility: we learn from each
other as we work with you,in a
win-win context.
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Market Research, Branding and
Message Development
Everybody likes the idea of being different
and the best. At DESIGNiT, we will help
you discover what makes you different,
work with you on how to express yourself
to the world in a fascinating, memorable
and everlasting positive impression:
“your brand.” Using a research oriented
approach, we define market trends,
customer needs, opportunities and issues
in order to identify unfulfilled needs or
gaps by your competitors. Help you to
deliver the message clearly, confirm your
credibility, and in effect, connect to your
target audiences effectively.

Xtreme
Makeover
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Graphic Design
We are one of the leading
Graphic Designers inproducing
high quality corporate identity
and commercial designs,
which will make your reports
and products,come out with
a touch of class and appeal.
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Printing
Turning images into reality, we deliver
reliable, high-quality and efficient printing
and publishing services.
We will strictly adhere to agreed-upon
budgets and timelines, advising our clients
on best specifications, costing and ensure
delivery of high quality products. We offer
personalized customer care and handling
all types of printing jobs ranging from fliers
to billboards.
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Digital/Laser Printing, Document
Scanning and Photocopying Services.
It is likely that you spend a lot more on
printed materials than you realize through
in-house self initiated trial and error
designs and photocopying of draft reports
and manuals which never become finalized
or get to pass to the final stage due to
failure to get them redesigned, illustrated
or typeset to the would-be perfect product.
Do not compromise on quality in fear of
high rates of production. DESIGNiT can
help do it right, the very first time.

We offer high quality, uncompromised
digital/laser printing in black & white
and full color up to A3 size and in various
paper weights up to a resolution of 600
dpi. We deliver instantly at minimal,
unbelievable rates. Our facility is
equipped with the latest software
applications that offer multi format
capabilities.
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Photography
DESIGNiT provides professional
photography and video production with
tangible experiences in urban and rural
coverage in and outside Uganda. Our
profile includes; commercial location
photography, event photography, site
updates-reporting and photo-journalism.
We provide personal and corporate
albums.
Your photos are also delivered to you on
archival gold CD/DVD media, enabling you
to preserve your memories for a lifetime.

(pictorial audit for construction projects)
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Exhibition

Pop-Up Portable Systems

Modular Exhibition Systems

DESIGNiT is worth consideration for
exhibition and display supplies, providing
a complete range of custom exhibition
stands/booths and display
solutions, including modular exhibition
systems,pop-up portable systems, large
format graphics, custom-built exhibition
stands and interior displays.
We design, build and install. DESIGNiT
has proventrack record with the following
companies; Myriad,Medical Access, IAVI,
Commonwealth Foundation among others.

Large Format Graphics

Interior Displays

Custom-Built Exhibition Stands
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Sample Projects
Vehicle Branding

Exhibitions, Promotions & Events

Indoor Branding and Labelling
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Design:
We make
it mean
something
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Consultancy Services - Why consultancy?
1. Consistency and coordinated efforts are critical
Success factors for and in any effective marketing or communication strategy. There
is a lot of interdependence as well as integration of inputs amongst the different
media and channels used from conception to execution. For instance, Multimedia
projects often incorporate sound and video in addition to text, just as a print-related
project requires contributions from writers, designers, and desktop publishers. Thus,
the need for a specialized person or group to coordinate these processes.
At DESIGNiT, we have the skills to demonstrate, advocate and lead others into the
desired collaborative processes and collective action. We are experts in developing
communication strategies, work process reviews, writing great end-user manuals,
concept guides, tutorials, and training materials. We will help you plan and create
the materials you need to support large-scale programmes, projects and campaigns
within budget and on time.

2. Communication is an expensive venture,
The process should be efficient and products effective. We help you avoid
unnecessarily risks and unwanted
products. We coordinate your printing project right from the editing, illustration and
production of the artwork, determine printing specifications, costing and supervise
printing to an intended end.
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Some of Our Clients
U|H|D

N M M & CO.

canaan
coffee
enterprises

Council for
African Policy

Kampala
Music
School

PRINCETON CHILDREN’S
MEDICAL CENTRE

Scriptum
Language
Bureau

COOPERATIVE SAVINGS
AND CREDIT SOCIETY

Armstrong

Consulting Engineers
. . . arrest the future.

...simply innovative.

supe

rior cat

ing
er

RHU

Reproductive
Health Uganda

UCOPA
UGANDA COTTON OIL
PROCESSORS ASSOCIATION

... we still have much room.
Welcome to the list. Call on us Now.
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You don’t need another brand
This may seem like a strange statement from a house
that has made its name building brands, but let us
explain. What you need are companies that stand for
something – that have a meaning and a philosophy
that goes beyond a beautiful logo or a snazzy
campaign.
That’s us and that’s what we have always done. We
look deeper to find the reason why a company exists,
giving it a foundation to grow from and creating
greater relevance in the marketplace.
If that sounds like something you are looking for. Grab
that phone and Call on us +256 414 371758

+256 772 580005

